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ABSTRACT
Both direct and indirect extraction methods can recover purified nucleic acids for
molecular biology purposes. Direct extraction methods have been developed for several
reasons; they are assumed to provide a less biased extraction of microbial DNA, with less
laborious methods and higher nucleic acid yields. Direct lysis procedures are preferred
when large quantities of nucleic acids are required for DNA consuming methods,
statistically significant detection of non-abundant microorganisms, and when the entire
diversity of an environmental sample must be investigated with minimum bias. However,
the resulting nucleic acid extracts are commonly sheared and contaminated with humic
acids. To amplify a segment of DNA using PCR, the sample is first heated so the DNA
denatures, or separates into two pieces of single-stranded DNA. Next, an enzyme called
"Taq polymerase" synthesizes - builds - two new strands of DNA, using the original strands
as templates. This process results in the duplication of the original DNA, with each of the
new molecules containing one old and one new strand of DNA. Then each of these strands
can be used to create two new copies, and so on, and so on. The cycle of denaturing and
synthesizing new DNA is repeated as many as 30 or 40 times, leading to more than one
billion exact copies of the original DNA segment.
Key words: DNA, PCR, Soil bacteria, Nucleic acids and Taq polymerase.
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the 16S rRNA gene (rDNA) from soil
genomic DNA (beginning today in LAB2).

INTRODUCTION
Today you will continue acquiring and
practicing skills used by working
microbiologists. We will begin our cultureindependent approach to identifying
bacteria in a soil community by extracting
DNA from the quarter gram soil sample
that you weighed out last week and your
instructor froze for you. The DNA that will
be isolated from the soil will be total DNA,
a mix of genes and chromosomes from
every living thing in that soil sample. Since
we are only interested in the bacteria in
your soil community, after extracting total
(genomic) DNA today, we will freeze it
and process it later with the goal of
amplifying one bacterial gene of interest
that is common to all the bacteria in the
soil community but not found in any other
type of life form (eukaryotes, archeae, or
viruses). We will also continue our
culture-dependent approach to isolating
and characterizing a few bacteria of
interest from our soil sample.
Remember that your semester long
project has three parts, two of them are
culture based and one is cultureindependent. We will work on all parts
simultaneously. 1) We are in the process
(started last week in LAB1) of using
traditional culture techniques to isolate
and characterize (but not identify) a few
of the interesting culturable bacteria in
our soil community. You will continue the
process of isolation and selection of a few
of those bacteria today and for the next
several weeks. 2) We will assess a few
aspects of cooperative and competitive
behavior through culture-dependent
community physiological assessment of
exoenzyme
dependent
nutrient
processing, and carbon source utilization
(beginning in LAB3). The part of our
investigation that is culture-independent
is to, 3) identify a somewhat random set
of bacterial members of your soil
community through DNA sequencing of

How to Use a Micropipettetor
The
following
website
using
a
Micropipette
has
more
detailed
information about micropipette use.
1.
Decide which of your micropipette
is appropriate for the volume you want to
measure and dispense. Your P20 can be
used for volumes between 2-20μL. If you
want to pipette a volume that is less than
2μL you will need to use a P10, P2 or P1
and different tips than those used with
the P20 and P200. The P200 can be used
for volumes between 21-200μL and the
P1000 for volumes between 201-1000μL
(1ml). Keep in mind that your P1000 is the
least accurate of your pipettes; therefore,
you may wish to use a 1ml pipette
instead.
2.
Adjust the volume dial to the
appropriate volume, recognizing that your
P1000 must have a zero added to the
bottom of the volume display boxes and
the P20 has a decimal between the
bottom and second volume display boxes.
3.
Firmly seat a new micropipette tip
of appropriate size on the micropipettes.
4.
Depress with the thumb plunger to
the first stop and hold the pipettor in this
depressed position (DO NOT depress
fully).
5.
Dip the micropipette into the
solution far enough to account for the
volume that will be withdrawn but not so
far as to immerse the micropipette barrel.
6.
Gradually release the plunger,
drawing fluid into the tip without forming
bubbles.
7.
Carefully slide the micropipette tip
along the side of the tube to remove any
unwanted droplets of fluid sticking to the
tip's surface.
8.
Expel the fluid into the desired
container by touching the micropipette tip
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to the inside surface of the container and
slowly depressing FULLY the plunger.
9.
Continue to hold the plunger in
the fully depressed position as you
remove the micropipette from the
container.
10.
Eject the tip by pressing the eject
button (if your micropipette has one) into
an appropriate place (only tips that have
been contaminated with microorganisms
need to be ejected into an autoclave bag).

150/(0.1ml
plated*1X10-6dilution)=
150X107 which in scientific notation is
written as 1.5X109 CFU/gram
Record the number of CFU/ gram of soil in
your lab notebook and on the board for
comparison with the other sampling sites.
This number is colony forming units/ gram
WET soil.
Soil bacteria are usually, however,
recorded as number of colony forming
units in 1 gram of soil DRY weight.
Therefore, you will need to weigh each of
the three 1 gram samples that you left for
oven drying and average the weights. The
weights should be considerably less than 1
gram.
Determine the % change in soil weight by
subtracting the average dry weight from 1
g wet weight divided by the wet weight,
then times 100.
[(wet weight - dry weight)/wet weight] *
100 = % change
Use this % change to convert the CFU per
gram wet soil to CFU per gram dry soil.
For example: If your dry weight soil
averages 0.75 grams, then (1g-0.75g)/1g *
(100) = 25% change. The number of
microbes should be 25% higher than the
number calculated above/gram of wet
weight. Calculate 25% (or whatever your
conversion factor is) of your CFUs and add
that number to the CFUs/ gram of wet
weight soil.
Continue
the
Enrichment
for
Hyphomicrobia and Azotobacter from the
cultures started last week.
Your team will obtain additional Streaking
for Isolation practice by following the
directions for secondary enrichment and
isolation using the two enrichment broth
cultures that you inoculated last week.
This process will continue your attempt to
find nitrogen cycling and methylotrophic
bacteria. You and your teammates should
divide up the work described in the
Enrichment Media for the Isolation of Soil

Activity: Protocol for Micropipette
Calibration
1. To calibrate your P1000, P 200, and P
20 micropipettes, label 6 microfuge tubes
(1-6) and weigh them on a top loading
balance. Don't forget to tare the balance.
Record the weights in a table in your lab
notebook, like the one below.
2. Using the information in the table
below, pipette the specified volumes into
the pre-weighed microfuge tubes
prepared in step 1 and then reweigh the
tubes. Record all weights.
3. Calculate the weight of the water in
grams by subtracting the dry weight from
the weight of the tubes with water. Note
that 1000 micro liters of water should
weigh exactly 1 gram at room
temperature.
4. If the water in any tube weighs more or
less than 1 gram, repeat that tube. Ask
your instructor to check your pipetting
technique if your calibration continues to
be off after several repeated attempts.
Calculating the number of bacteria per
gram of soil
If you divide the number of colonies
counted by the amount of inoculums
plated times the dilution factor of that
plate, you will obtain the number of
cultivatable bacteria per gram of soil.
Number CFU/(dilution plated*dilution
factor) = number of CFU/gram
For example, if you counted 150 colonies
on the 10-6 plate the calculation is:
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Bacteria in a Mixed Population: Finding
nitrifying Methylotrophs and Azotobacter.
The directions for Aseptic transfer: Broth
to Broth and Broth to Plate are found in
the Protocols section of the wiki.

Select a few likely colonies from your
original DMM plate and re-streak for
isolation onto new DMM (Hyphomicrobia)
medium solid medium plates that have
NO methanol (one colony/ plate).
After the bacteria from a single colony
are transferred to zone one of a new plate
using a sterile toothpick or inoculating
needle, you can use your loop to isolation
streak out the other zones on each plate.
Incubate in the jar (with the open tube of
methanol). Check for formation of visible
colonies and keep streaking for isolation
from a single colony onto fresh plates
until you are sure that you have a pure
colony isolate. This is particularly difficult
with Hyphomicrobiabecause it is easy for
other faster growing organisms to
overgrow them. When they are in a
mixture of bacteria it is particularly
difficult to separate them so you will need
to do a LOT of sequential subcultures
from what appears to be a single colony.)
Hyphomicrobiaalso tend to attach to
other bacteria. Reduce the chance of
culturing contaminates by transferring
newly arising colonies of Hyphomicrobia
onto fresh plates as soon as you see them
form visible, characteristic colonies. Use
your inoculating needle or a sterile
toothpick rather than your loop to pick
bacteria from the center of your colony to
make a new subculture.
Finally, when you feel confident you have
a pure isolate of a denitrifying
methylotroph
(based
on
colony
appearance), do a test to see if these
methylotrophic bacteria are actually in
the Hyphomicrobiagroup. Perform an
isolation streak sub-culture onto nutrient
agar. If the bacteria that you transferred
grow on NA, they are not Hyphomicrobia.
Hyphomicrobia cannot grow on nutrient
agar; however, don't be upset. You
probably have isolated bacteria of a
different group of methylotrophic bacteria
such as (Pseudomonas spp, Lolium spp,

Secondary enrichment and Isolation of
Hyphomicrobia
Transfer 2 ml of the culture liquid to a
fresh screw cap tube of the same DMMM
medium with methanol and incubate at
30°C. Incubate for several days. Fill both
tubes to the top with DMMM medium in
the hood and tighten the screw cap. Place
the tubes in the 30°C room. (This is a
secondary enrichment.)
Check for Nitrogen bubbles, as described
in Lab 1. If your medium becomes cloudy
with bacterial growth and you see the
evidence of anaerobic nitrogen gas
formation
(bubbles),
notify
your
teammates. It is time for each student to
isolation streak a plate of DMM
(hypomicrobia) solid medium without
methanol. We want to end up with each
student having a pure culture of an isolate
from this secondary enrichment. Incubate
the streaked plates of DMM in the closed
jar containing an open tube of methanol.
The closed container and plates will be
kept in the 30°C room. Keep the container
in the hood when opening the container
to remove or replace a plate or when
changing the methanol. Wear gloves and
remember that methanol is toxic! Your
instructor will change the tube of
methanol every few days but if you notice
that it is getting low, please remind your
instructor to refresh the methanol.
Isolation:
After 3 days or so, examine the inoculated
DMM plate cultures to look for colonies.
Use a dissection microscope or magnifying
glass. Look for tiny, glassy (hyaline)
colonies, possibly volcano shaped).
Photograph the colonies.
Characterization:
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Methylobacterium spp etc.).Continue
your characterization of your isolate.
Continue to subculture your isolate onto a
fresh plate each week using your best
isolation streak technique. Eventually, you
will be ready to make a bacterial smear
and do a Gram stain and other special
stains. We will also perform other tests to
explore the physical and metabolic
characteristics of this isolate in later labs.
Finding Nitrogen Cyclying Bacteria:
Azotobacter
Use Azotobacter Medium
Secondary Enrichment and Isolation for
Azotobacter:
Secondary enrichment
Each group should take a loopful of the
slime from the pellicle (media surface) or
from the side of the tube and place it into
1 ml of sterile water in a small tube. Cap
the small tube and place the capped tube
into an empty 16 mm tube.
Vortex the big tube to disperse the
sample in the small tube. (Vortexing in
this way helps break up the other
microbes that will be embedded in the
slimy material. The other microbes are
taking advantage of the by-products of
Nitrogen compounds excreted by the N2
fixers. )
Each student should isolation streak from
that tube of vortexed slime onto two
plates of Azotobacteria agar medium
suspension, using your best isolation
streak technique. (Follow the protocol in
Streaking for Isolation).
Incubate one streak plate at room temp
and the other at 30 °C.
Isolation
Watch for the appearance of isolated,
slimy colonies on either plate.
Continue to isolation streak to make subcultures onto fresh Azotobacter plates
until you think you have a pure isolate.

To differentiate Azotobacter from
contaminants: The contaminants colony
morphology should appear different from
the colony morphology of Azotobacter
when streaked onto nutrient agar. Streak
a well isolated colony from Azotobacter
medium onto a nutrient agar plate and
incubate it at room temperature. If more
than one type of colony appears on the
NA plate, then Gram stain bacteria from
each type of colony (keeping track of
which slide comes from which colony) to
check for morphology, arrangement, size,
or other distinguishing differences
between
contaminates
and
the
Azotobacters you seek. Remember that
Azotobacters may not appear slimy on NA
so you will have to be careful in deciding
which of the different colonies seen on NA
contain your Azotobacter bacteria.
Restreak the colony with the Azotobacter
characteristics onto fresh Azotobacter
medium. Characterization:
Once you believe you have a pure isolate,
continue to subculture it onto a fresh
plate each week, using your best isolation
streak technique. In a later lab you will
make a bacterial smear and do a Gram
stain and you will eventually perform
other tests to explore its physical and
metabolic characteristics.
The complete procedures for Enrichment
and Isolation of Azotobacteria and
Nitrifying Methylotrophic bacteria are
described in Enrichment Media for the
Isolation of Soil Bacteria in a Mixed
Population:
Finding
Nitrifying
Methylotrophs
and
Azotobacter
protocols).
For more information about culture
characteristics of Azotobacter refer to:
The Prokaryotes and Bergeys. For an
online example of images of colonies and
stained cells of Azotobacter vinelandii.
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Soil DNA isolation Kit

Prepare Sample

Add soil sample to Power Soil
Bead Tube
Add solution C1
Attach to vortex Adapter
Vortex
Centrifuge

Add solution C2
Incubate at 4oC
Centrifuge

Cell Lysis

Add solution C3
Incubate at 4oC

Inhibitor removal technology

Centrifuge

Add solution C4

Bind DNA

Wash

Load into spin filter

Centrifuge

Wash with solution C5
Elute
Centrifuge

Elute with solution C6

Fig 1. Isolation DNA from Soil.
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Bead Tubes to a TOMY® power vortex in
the 4°C cold room. Your samples will
"turbovortex" for 7 min at full speed.
Alternatively, we can use a Fast Prep®
Bead Beater for 45 seconds at speed 5 (or
full speed. Note: only 2-3 samples will fit
in the Fast Prep® Bead Beater at a time.
What’s happening: The Bead Beating step
is critical for complete homogenization
and cell lysis. Cells are lysed by a
combination of chemical agents from
steps 1-4 and mechanical shaking
introduced at this step. By randomly
shaking the beads in the presence of
disruption agents, collision of the beads
with microbial cells will cause the cells to
break open.
6. Microcentrifuge your tubes at 10,000rcf
for 1 minute at room temperature.
Caution: Be sure not to exceed 10,000rcf
or the tubes may break. Make sure the
Power Bead tubes rotate freely in your
centrifuge without rubbing!
7. Transfer the supernatant (don't transfer
the beads!) to a clean 2 ml Collection
Tube at the instructor's desk. If you don't
know what a collection tube is, ask your
instructor. Don't use a regular microfuge
tube.
Note: Expect between 400 to 500
microliters of supernatant at this step.
The exact recovered volume depends on
the absorbency of your starting material
and is not critical for the procedure to be
effective. The supernatant may be dark in
appearance and still contain some soil
particles. The presence of carry over soil
or a dark color in the mixture is expected
in many soil types at this step.
Subsequent steps in the protocol will
remove both carry over soil and
coloration of the mixture.
8. Add 250 microliters of Solution C2 to
the collection tube and vortex for 5
seconds. Incubate at 4C for 5 minutes.
What’s happening: Solution C2 contains a
patented reagent to precipitate non-DNA

Activity
1. Each student will do this genomic soil
DNA isolation. Be sure to wear gloves
throughout this whole procedure to avoid
adding skin organisms to your sample.
You will each use one 0.25 g soil sample
that you weighed out in LAB1 and gave to
your instructor for freezing. Transfer ALL
of the soil from the microfuge tube to a
Power Bead Tube and label this tube on
the top only with your initials and a soil
sample identifier (A, B, C etc.) on a piece
of your team color tape.
What’s happening?: After your sample has
been loaded into the Power Bead Tube,
the next step is a homogenization and
lysis procedure. The Power Bead Tube
contains a buffer that will (a) help
disperse the soil particles, (b) begin to
dissolve humic acids and (c) protect
nucleic acids from degradation.
2. Gently vortex to mix.
What’s happening: Gentle vortexing mixes
the components in the Power Bead Tube
and begins to disperse the sample in the
Power Bead Solution.
3. Check Solution C1 to see that it's not
precipitated. If Solution C1 is precipitated,
heat solution to 60C until the precipitate
has dissolved before use.
What’s happening: Solution C1 contains
SDS and other disruption agents required
for complete cell lysis. In addition to
aiding in cell lysis, SDS is an anionic
detergent that breaks down fatty acids
and lipids associated with the cell
membrane of several organisms. If it gets
cold, it will form a white precipitate in the
bottle. Heating to 60 oC will dissolve the
SDS and will not harm the SDS or the
other disruption agents. Solution C1 can
be used while it is still warm.
4. Add 60 microliters of Solution C1 to
your Power Bead tube and invert several
times or vortex briefly.
5. Give your labeled Power Bead tube to
your instructor who will take all the Power
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organic and inorganic material including
humic substances, cell debris, and
proteins. It is important to remove
contaminating organic and inorganic
matter that may reduce DNA purity and
inhibit downstream DNA applications.
9. Centrifuge the Collection Tube at room
temperature for 1 minute at 10,000rcf.
10. Avoiding the pellet, transfer up to, but
no more, than 600 microliters of
supernatant to a clean 2 ml Collection
Tube (provided).
What’s happening: The pellet at this point
contains non-DNA organic and inorganic
material including humic acid, cell debris,
and proteins. For the best DNA yields, and
quality, avoid transferring any of the
pellets.
11. Add 200 microliters of Solution C3 and
vortex briefly. Incubate at 4C for 5
minutes.
What’s happening: Solution C3 is a second
reagent
(patented)
to precipitate
additional non-DNA organic and inorganic
material including humic acid, cell debris,
and proteins. It is important to remove
contaminating organic and inorganic
matter that may reduce DNA purity and
inhibit downstream DNA applications.
12. Centrifuge the tube at room
temperature for 1 minute at 10,000rcf.
13. Avoiding the pellet, transfer up to, but
no more, than 750 microliters of
supernatant to a clean 2 ml Collection
Tube (provided).
What’s happening: The pellet at this point
contains additional non-DNA organic and
inorganic material including humic acid,
cell debris, and proteins. For the best DNA
yields, and quality, avoid transferring any
of the pellets.
14. Shake to mix Solution C4 before use.
Add 1.2 ml (do this by adding 600
microliters twice) of Solution C4 to the
supernatant (be careful solution doesn’t
exceed rim of tube) and vortex for 5
seconds.

What’s happening: Solution C4 has a high
concentration of salts. Since DNA binds
tightly to silica at high salt concentrations,
this will adjust the DNA solution salt
concentrations to allow binding of DNA,
but not non-DNA organic and inorganic
material that may still be present at low
levels, to the Spin Filters.
15. Load approximately 675 microliters of
the C4 + supernatant mixture from the
previous step onto a Spin Filter sitting in a
Collection Tube (save the remainder of
the supernatant!!) and centrifuge the spin
filter at 10,000rcf for 1 minute at room
temperature. Discard the flow through
(NOT the spin filter!!!) and put the spin
filter back in the Collection Tube. Add an
additional 675 microliters of the Step 14
mixture to the same Spin Filter and
centrifuge at 10,000rcf for 1 minute at
room temperature. Discard the flow
through and load the remainder of the
Step 14 mixture onto the Spin Filter in the
Collection Tube and centrifuge at
10,000rcf for 1 minute at room
temperature.
Note: A total of three loads for each
sample processed are required. You will
use the same Spin Filter and Collection
Tube for all 3 spins.
What’s happening: DNA is selectively
bound to the silica membrane in the Spin
Filter device in the high salt solution.
Contaminants pass through the filter
membrane, leaving only DNA bound to
the membrane.
16. Add 500 microliters of Solution C5 to
the Spin Filter in the Collection Tube and
centrifuge at room temperature for 30
seconds at 10,000rcf.
What’s happening: Solution C5 is an
ethanol based wash solution used to
further clean the DNA that is bound to the
silica filter membrane in the Spin Filter.
This wash solution removes residual salt,
humic acid, and other contaminants while
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allowing the DNA to stay bound to the
silica membrane.
17. Discard the flow through (not the Spin
Filter) from the 2 ml Collection Tube.
What’s happening: This flow through
fraction is just non-DNA organic and
inorganic waste removed from the silica
Spin Filter membrane by the ethanol wash
solution.
18. Centrifuge the Spin Filter in the
Collection
Tube
again
at
room
temperature for 1 minute at 10,000rcf.
What’s happening: This second spin
removes residual Solution C5 (ethanol
wash solution). It is critical to remove all
traces of wash solution because the
ethanol in Solution C5 can interfere with
many downstream DNA applications such
as PCR, restriction digests, and gel
electrophoresis.
19. Carefully place Spin Filter in a clean 2
ml Collection Tube (provided). DO NOT
transfer any liquid that may be on the
bottom of the spin filter basket and avoid
splashing any Solution C5 onto the Spin
Filter.
Note: It is important to avoid any traces of
the ethanol based wash solution in the
elution that will be created in the next
step.
20. Add 100 microliters of Solution C6 to
the center of the white Spin Filter
membrane.
Note: Placing the Solution C6 (sterile
elution buffer) in the center of the small
white membrane will make sure the
entire membrane is wetted. This will
result in a more efficient and complete
release of the DNA from the silica Spin
Filter membrane. As Solution C6 (elution
buffer) passes through the silica
membrane, DNA that was bound in the
presence of high salt is selectively
released by Solution C6 (10 mM Tris)
which lacks salt.
Alternatively, sterile DNA-Free PCR Grade
Water may be used for DNA elution from

the silica Spin Filter membrane at this step
(MO BIO Catalog# 17000-10). Solution C6
contains no EDTA. If DNA degradation is a
concern, Sterile TE may also be used
instead of Solution C6 for elution of DNA
from the Spin Filter.
21. Centrifuge the Spin Filter in its
Collection Tube at room temperature for
30 seconds at 10,000rcf.
22. Discard the Spin Filter. The DNA in the
collection tube is now eluted and ready
for freezing or for use as a PCR template.
Storing DNA:
DNA is eluted in Solution C6 (10 mM Tris)
and must be used immediately or stored
at -20to -80C to prevent degradation.
Make sure your DNA is labeled. We need
to measure the DNA concentration before
we freeze your extract. DNA at
100ng/microliter is desirable for the next
step (amplification of 16s rDNA by
polymerase chain reaction) in our culture
independent approach to understanding
the makeup of your soil community. Once
you know the concentrate of your DNA,
you can adjust the volume of DNA
template used in the pcr reaction. The
directions for determining the DNA
concentration in your extract is described
below.
DNA contamination measurement
NanoDrop 2000 and The NanoDrop ND1000 Spectrophotometers measure DNA
by taking Absorbance at A260nm. These
spectrophotometers use only 1 microliter
of sample and do not require cuvettes.
The sample is held in place by fiber optic
technology and surface tension that holds
the sample in place between two optical
surfaces that define the path length
vertically and dynamically. Measurement
can be assessed in a range of 2 to
3700nm/microliter dsDNA. These are
expensive machines so make sure you
follow the directions carefully and ask
your instructor for guidance as needed.
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Figure 2. The Nanodrop ND-1000 Spectophotometer micro volume sample retention
system. (A) A sample volume of 1 µl is dispensed on to the lower optical surface. (B) Once
the instrument lever arm us lowered, the upper optical surface engages with the sample,
forming a liquid column with the path length defined by the gap between the two optical
surfaces, during each measurement, the sample is assessed at both a 1-mm and 0.2mm
path, providing a large dynamic range of nucleic acid detection.
How to prepare the DNA for PCR
amplification of 16S rDNA
The final volume of eluted DNA from the
DNA isolation procedure should be
~100μL. We would like for our DNA to be
at a concentration of ~ 100ng/μL for our
pcr amplification. If your DNA is more
concentrated than that, use the "Diluting
the DNA" calculations described in the
next
paragraph
to
adjust
the
concentration. If your DNA isolate didn't
achieve the concentration we desire, we
will adjust our pcr reaction template
volume. Directions for doing that can be
found in the pcr protocol in Lab 4.
Diluting the DNA
If your isolate is more concentrated than
100ng/μL, you can dilute it in sterile water
or 10mM Tris (solution 6). Ask your
instructor which is preferred. To calculate
how to dilute your DNA, you will use the

formula V1 x C1 = V2 X C2, where V1 is
~100μL volume of your eluted DNA from
the Power Soil isolation, C1 is the DNA
concentration you obtained from the
Nanodroper, C2 is 100ng/μL (the conc.
you desire), and V2 is what you will solve
for. Please check with your instructor
after you have made this calculation and
BEFORE you dilute your DNA.
1. All culture plates that you are finished
with should be discarded in the big orange
autoclave bag near the sink next to the
instructor table. Ask your instructor
whether or not to save stock cultures and
plates with organisms that are provided.
2. Culture plates, stocks, etc. that you are
not finished with should be labeled on a
piece of your team color tape. Place the
labeled cultures in your lab section's
designated area in the incubator, the
walk-in cold room, or at room temp. In a
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labelled rack. If you have a stack of plates,
wrap a piece of your team color tape
around the whole stack.
3. Remove tape from all liquid cultures in
glass tubes. Then place the glass tubes
with caps in racks by the sink near the
instructor's table. Do not discard the
contents of the tubes.
4. Glass slides or disposable glass tubes
can be discarded in the glass disposal box.
5. Make sure all contaminated plastic,
disposable, serologic pipettes and used
contaminated micropipette tips are in the
small orange autoclave bag sitting in the
plastic container on your bench.
6. If you used the microscope, clean the
lenses of the microscope with lens paper,
being very careful not to get oil residue on
any of the objectives other than the oil
immersion 100 x objectives. Move the
lowest power objective into the locked
viewing position, turn off the light source,
wind the power cord, and cover the
microscope with its dust cover before
replacing the microscope in the cabinet.
7. If you used it, rinse your staining tray
and leave it upside down on paper towels
next to your sink.
8. Turn off the gas and remove the tube
from the nozzle. Place your bunsen burner
and tube in your large drawer.
9. Place all your equipment (loop, striker,
sharpie, etc) including your microfuge
rack, your micropipette and your
micropipette tips in your small or large
drawer.
10. Move your notebook and lab manual
so that you can disinfect your bench
thoroughly.
11. Take off your lab coat and store it in
the blue cabinet with your microscope.
12. Wash your hands.
13. See you next time!
Isolation of desired bacteria from mixed
culture is challenging. Your best
organizational skills are required. You will
be expected to come in at times, on your

own, to start, continue or complete this
process. We will make every attempt to
make the media and reagents that you
require available when you need them,
but that availability requires advance
planning on your part as well as on ours.
Communicating your needs or desires well
in advance of time of use, will reduce
frustration and speed up the process.
Remember that because this is an
investigative, project based lab course,
your instructors do not know the identity
of the bacteria you are culturing from
your soil habitats. The success of this
project is in your hands. Early and
continual updating of the plan you devise
is crucial. You will not turn in your plan for
a grade next week, but your instructor
would like for you to create a master plan
or flow chart with a preliminary time line
and have it in your lab notebook for
reference.
Graded Assignment: Make or Fill out a
Table of the relevant morphologic,
physical,
and
useful
metabolic
characteristics of expected genera of soil
bacterial that you are attempting to find
in your habitat. Be sure to read the
directions for this assignment found at:
Lab 2 Assignment
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